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Master Resource Persons’ Training Programme for the Southern Zone was
organised at Jawahar Lal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research,

Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore, during the period 13-15 July 2005.
Karnataka Rajya Vijnana Parishad were the local hosts. About 40 participants
from Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Pondicherry, Lakshadweep,
and Andaman and Nicobar Islands participated. These Master Resource Persons
(MRPs), after training, would train more resource persons on return to their home
States and conduct activities related to WYP 2005.

Professor Ajay K. Sood,
Chairman, Division of Physical and
Mathematical Sciences, IISc,
inaugurated the programme.
Professor H. L. Bhat, Chairman,
Department of Physics, IISc,
presided over the inaugural session,
while Professor Naresh Dadhich, Director, IUCAA, Pune, was the Chief Guest.
Dr. V. B. Kamble, Director, VP, and Smt. Ujjwala T. Tirkey, Scientist, NCSTC,
also addressed the participants. Shri Niranjan Aradhya, Secretary, KRVP,
proposed the vote of thanks.

P r o f e s s o r
M.R.N.  Murthy,
IISc delivered a
talk on X-rays.

Dr. Naresh Dadhich delivered a talk on General Relativity and
Gravitation. He also delivered a popular science talk on the topic
“Science and Society” to a packed auditorium.  Professor
N. Mukunda, Centre for High Energy Physics, IISc, gave an overview
of the Rise of Quantum Theory. Professor S. V. Subramanyam,
IISc, delivered a talk on the Discovery of the Electron, while
Dr. V. B. Kamble, VP, spoke on Radioactivity. Shri Biman Basu,
Scientist, NISCAIR (Retd) talked on Radio Propogation.
Demonstration of innovative Physics experiments by Shri Mukesh
Roy, Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur,

WYP 2005: First Phase Concludes

Inaugural session : MRP Training Programme for Southern  Zone
from (L) to (R) Shri Niranjan Aradhya, KRVP, Dr. V.B. Kamble,
VP, Prof. H. L. Bhat, IISc. Prof. Ajay K. Sood, IISc, Prof. Naresh
Dadhich, IUCAA, and Smt Ujjwala T. Tirkey, NCSTC

Prof. H.S. Verma, IIT, Kanpur, demonstrating
innovative Physics experiments at Bhubaneswar
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Science Popularisation : Whose Cup
of Tea is it, Anyway?

Contd. on page.....23

Over the years, there have been numerous initiatives
and novel efforts in S&T popularisation utilizing a variety

of means, methods and media. Different modes employed
include development of low cost learning / teaching aids,
exhibitions, jathas, radio / video programmes, folk media,
publication of books etc, on topics like health, water,
environment, energy, miracles / superstitions and their
scientific explanation and so on. Some of the nationwide
campaigns undertaken by NCSTC / VP included activities
built around the Total Solar Eclipses (TSE) of 1995 and
1999, Venus Transit of 2004, Vigyan Rail during 2003-04,
Year of Scientific Awareness (YSA) 2004, and the on going
World Year of Physics 2005 (WYP 2005).

That NCSTC and VP have been paying due attention
to the training of science communicators needs no
emphasis. Care is taken that the training programmes have
an emphasis not only on information and content, but also
on method of science and its outlook. A conscious attempt
is made to convey the thrill and excitement of science. In
this regard, NCSTC and VP share a symbiotic relationship.
VP produces and disseminates high quality software and
resource material, identifies the venues and experts; and
also works out the nitty-gritty of the training programmes.
NCSTC, on its part, shoulders the responsibility of
coordinating the training programmes for resource persons
at zonal levels and a host of other activities and events in
different States.

Recently, NCSTC and VP completed the first phase of
the year-long activities in the country of the World Year of
Physics 2005 (WYP 2005). The programme envisages
celebration of 100 years of Relativity and the Golden Decade
1895-1905 in which momentous discoveries were made –
especially in Physics – that completely changed our
perception of nature and the face of the society. The
discoveries made during this period ushered in an era that
we call Modern Physics.  The main objective of this
programme is to convey the thrill and excitement of science
and inculcate scientific outlook among the people –
especially children - by making them aware of the
momentous discoveries made during this period and derive
inspiration from the great lives and great deeds of the
makers of these discoveries.

Incidentally, the first phase of the WYP 2005 consisted
of five regional Training Programmes for Master Resource

Persons drawn from different States. Once they return to
their home States, they would train more people within
their States and organize a host of activities to be
coordinated by the respective State Councils / Departments
of S&T. Indeed the exercise for the regional training
programme started well in advance. The participants to be
invited were required to possess a good academic
background and a flair for communicating science to various
target groups. The State S&T Councils / Departments were
requested to nominate the participants accordingly. The
response from the State Councils / Departments, however,
started trickling in only as the date for the programme
approached. A few participants complained that they
received the intimation from their respective State Council
/ Department at eleventh hour and that they did not even
know what was expected of them during the programme!
Some complained that they had difficulty in getting duty
leave from their institution / organization. Well, these are
some of the ground realities that need to be attended to
expeditiously.

The training programmes consisted of lectures /
demonstrations by well known physicists who also have
been acclaimed science communicators, demonstration
of innovative physics experiments and an astronomy kit,
Anant Yatra – a three part video programme made by VP
on the Golden Decade and visits to R&D labs. Participants
were also given a set of resource material – resource
articles, astronomy kit, books, a CD with 9 power point
presentations on discoveries made during the Golden
Decade and Anant Yatra. They enjoyed sessions on
demonstration of innovative physics experiments and the
astronomy activity kit, but rarely interacted with the
speakers during the lectures! In general the response was
positive and the participants appeared to be an inspired
lot, but there were a few comments and suggestions which
were truly revealing. I especially remember one comment
hurled at us – “If YOU want to popularize science, YOU
must bring out resource material in all Indian languages –
not just in Hindi and English - and distribute it free! What
is more, YOU must go to villages!” Well, this feeling echoed
in almost all the regional training programmes to a lesser
or a greater extent organised jointly by NCSTC and VP at
Shimla, Guwahati, Mumbai, Bangalore and Bhubaneswar
respectively.
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Ludwig Eduard Boltzmann
The Man Who Trusted Atoms

❏ Subodh Mahanti
e-mail : mahantisubodh@yahoo.com

“Ethics must therefore ask when may the individual insist on his will and when must he subordinate it to that of others,
in order that the existence of family, tribe, or humanity as a whole and thereby of each individual is best promoted.”

Ludwig Boltzmann

“His (Boltzmann’s) line of thought may be called my first love in science. No other has ever enraptured me or will ever
do so again.”

 Erwin Schrodinger

“Truly, the greatest wonder of the nature is the skillful mind of man! If I were asked, as was Solon, whom I take to be
happiest among mortals, I would name Columbus without hesitation. Not that there have been no other discoveries of
equal merit, that the German Gutenberg, for example. But happiness is partly conditioned by the sensual effect, and
that must have been strongest case of Columbus.”

 Ludwig Boltzmann

Ludwig Edward Boltzmann was
 a classical physicist but his

influence on the development of
modern physics was enormous. He
was one of the most prominent and
interesting physicists of the
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. His atomistic statistics
paved the way for parts of the
twentieth century physics
particularly quantum mechanics.
As it has been said: “His influence
was central to Max Planck’s 1900-
1901 papers on blackbody
radiation, to Josia Willard Gibbs’s
1902 formulat ion of stat ist ical
mechanics, and to Albert Einstein’s
1905 papers on the light quantum
and on Brownian motion.”
Boltzmann had used the notion of
energy quantization in his research
publication as early as 1872. He
divided the energy of a system into
extremely small ,  discrete
packages as a mathematical trick
for allowing the use of combinational equations in
computing probabilities. In his final equation there was
no quanta and Boltzmann did not use the term
quantization. But nevertheless Boltzmann’s approach
paved the way for quantum theory. Boltzmann’s capacity
for work was proverbial. He worked as professors of
mathematics, mathematical physics, theoretical
physics and experimental physics. He also devoted to
phi losophical studies with equal devotion. For
Boltzmann, his science and his philosophy were a unity.

He was against any kind of
dogmatism. Boltzman was an
inspiring teacher. He was a great
lover of music and the art. He
himself was a talented pianist.
Boltzmann had a deep sense of
humour.

Boltzmann was born on
February 20, 1844 in Vienna. His
father Ludwig Georg Boltzmann
was an “Imperial and Royal
Commercial-Concipist”,  a
commercial tax col lector. His
grandfather, who had moved to
Vienna from Berlin, was a clock
manufacturer. Boltzmann’s mother
Katharina Pauernfeind, came from
a wealthy and old-established
Salzburg family. Boltzmann
attended high school at Linz, the
chief ci ty of Upper Austr ia.
Boltzmann as a student had
developed a deep interest in
nature—he collected butterflies
and studied plants. At 15,

Boltzmann lost his father and he was deeply affected by
this loss.

Boltzmann studied physics at the University of
Vienna, which he joined in 1863. Among his teachers
were Josef Stefan, Anrease von Ettingshausen and Joseph
Petzval, who greatly advanced the construction of
photographic lenses. In those days Austrian universities
followed the German pattern where students had to face
only one examination, either for the certificate required
for entry into one of the professions, or for a doctorate.

Ludwig Boltzmann
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In case of physics the first degree was doctor of
philosophy and to qualify for it the student had to submit
an original dissertat ion to the faculty. After the
acceptance of the dissertation, the student had to pass
an examination called Rigorosa. One of the topics of
this examination used to be philosophy, as a concession
to the title of the degree. Boltzmann received his PhD
degree in 1866 working under the
supervision of Stefan. His dissertation
was on kinetic theory of gases. After
obtaining his doctorate degree,
Boltzmann worked two more years as
Stefan’s assistant. It was Stefan who
introduced Boltzmann to Maxwell's work.
Boltzmann wrote: “When I deepened my
contacts with Stefan, and I was still a
university student at the time, the first
thing he did was to hand me a copy of
Maxwell’s papers and since at that time
I did not understand a word of English
he also gave me an English grammar.”
Maxwell’s was then was largely unknown
outside Britain and remained so for a
considerable time.

In 1869 he was appointed the full Professor of
Mathematical Physics at the University of Graz in the
province of Styria. At the time of his appointment
Boltzmann was 25 years old. In 1869 he spent several
months at Heidelberg working with Robert Bunsen and
Leo Konisberger and then in 1871 he was
with Gustav Kirchoff and Hermann von
Helmholtz at Berlin. In 1873 Boltzmann
joined the University of Vienna as
Professor of Mathematics and where he
stayed till 1876 and then went back to
Graz to take up the chair of Experimental
Physics. By this time Boltzmann had
established his reputation in the scientific
world. At Graz among his students were
Svante Arrhenius (who came from
Sweden) and Walther Nerst (from
Germany). At Graz he worked for 14 years
and where he developed his statistical
concept of nature. He was honoured both
by the academic community and the
government. In 1885 he became member
of the Imperial Academy of Sciences and in 1887 he
became the President of the University of Gratz.
Boltzmann was appointed to the Chair of Theoretical
Physics at the University of Munich in Bavaria Germany
in 1890. He was even offered noble rank, which he
declined by saying, “Our middle-class name was good
enough for my ancestors, and it will be for my children
and grandchildren as well”. Occasionally Boltzmann was
invited to dine with the Emperor Franz-Joseph. But for
Boltzmann these were not very happy experiences.
Boltzmann was a slow eater and the Emperor barely

tested his food. As the court etiquette demanded that
guests should not continue eating once the Emperor
had finished, Boltzmann got hardly chance to do justice
to the food.

In 1893, Boltzmann succeeded his teacher Joseph
Stefan as Professor of Theoretical Physics at the
University of Vienna. But here he developed a great dislike

of working with Ernst Mach (1838-1916),
who was appointed to the chair of history
and philosophy of science. In 1900, on
the invitation of Ostwald, Boltzmann went
to the University of Leipzig but then in
1902 he came back to Vienna (by this
time Mach had left the Vienna University—
Mach had been forced to retire prematurely
in 1901 after a heart attack.) and after this
he did not change his job till his death.
The Emperor of Austria, Francis Joseph
reappointed Boltzmann on the condition
that he would not accept a posit ion
outside the Empire again.

At Vienna, Boltzmann not only taught
physics but also lectured on philosophy.
He taught a university course namely,

“Methods and General Theory of the Natural Sciences”
and in which he lectured three hours every week on the
problems of philosophy. In this way he became a kind of
successor of Ernst Mach who occupied the chair of
natural philosophy for a course namely, “History and

Theory of the Inductive Sciences.”
Boltzmann’s lectures on natural
philosophy were very popular. In fact his
very first lecture was a great success. In
spite of the fact that the lecture was
arranged at the largest lecture hal l
available, the audience proved to be too
large for it, the people stood all the way
down the staircase. The event was
extensively reported in the media.
Because of the great successes of
Boltzmann’s philosophical lectures, the
Emperor had invited him to the Palace
for an audience.

Boltzmann’s most outstanding
achievement in physics was the
development of classical stat ist ical

mechanics, independently of Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-
1903), as a tool to explain how the properties of atoms
determine the visible large-scale properties and behaviour
of the substances of which they were the building blocks.
Boltzmann used the mechanics and statistics of large
number of particles to give definitions of hest and entropy
(a measure of the disorder of the system). Boltzmann
derived the second law of thermodynamics from the
principles of mechanics in the 1890s. He stated that
entropy must in general increase for an isolated system
and such irreversible behaviour could follow from the time-

Josef Stefan

Willard Gibbs
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symmetric laws of mechanics. He showed that the
entropy S of a system is related to the probability W
(the number of ‘microstates’ or ways in which the system
can be constructed) by S = k log W, k being Boltzmann’s
constant equivalent to 1.38 x10 -23 JK-1 It was a great
insight. As Sriram Ramaswamy says in September 2001
issue of Resonance–Journal of Science Education :
“Boltzmann’s extraordinary intellectual leap lay in
uncovering the microscopic meaning of entropy, in
answering the question, “What is entropy?””

Boltzmann in his statistical interpretation of the
second law of thermodynamics introduced the theory of
probability into a fundamental law of physics. This had
a far reaching implication
because this was a clear
break from the notion dear
to classical physics that
fundamental laws have to
be strictly deterministic.
However, Boltzmann’s
statistical reasoning was
not accepted by his
contemporaries. Even Max
Planck was not in a
posit ion to accept
Boltzmann’s stat ist ical
methods until 1900.

His contr ibutions to
the kinetic theory of gases
were quite significant. He
developed the general law
for the distribution of energy in a system at a certain
temperature. He also established an equation, known
as Maxwell-Boltzmann law, showing how the energy of
a gas was distributed among molecules—the average
energy of motion of an atom is the same for each
direction. His other contributions were a new derivation
of Stefan’s law of blackbody radiation from the principles
of thermodynamics, and his work on electromagnetism.
He was one of the first to recognize the importance of
Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory.

Boltzmann was a theoretician but at the same time he
made significant contributions in experimental physics.
Hendrik Antoon Lorentz (1853-1928), who was awarded
Nobal Prize in 1902 said : “Boltzmann did some beautiful
and important works in the experimental area in the early
years of his career and he often eloquently proclaimed his
praise for experimental physics. Sometimes he almost
seemed to envy experimental physics because of the
reliability of its results and because of its smoothly
advancing development. Yet in the depths of his heart he
was a theoretician; he loved to emphasise this in
seriousness and in jest, and never stopped referring to the
task of developing theory and of clarifying and consolidating
its fundamentals as his task in life.”

Boltzmann was a great teacher. In fact it has been
said that it was hard to find parallel to Boltzmann’s

outstanding teaching ability coupled with his extensive
knowledge. His lectures were lively, clear and fascinating.
To make his lectures interesting he often used
stimulating anecdotes. His expression was witty and
humorous. While giving lecture he did not hesitate to
admit his own mistake, if there was one. He maintained
a very good relationship with his students. To his students
he was very generous. Lise Meitner (1878-1968), who
alongwith Otto Hahn (1879-1968) and Fritz Strassmann
(1902-1980) discovered nuclear f ission, wrote: “
Boltzmann had no inhibitions whatsoever about showing
his enthusiasm when he spoke, and carried his listeners
along naturally. He was fond of introducing remarks of

an entirely personal
character into his
lectures…His relationship
with the students was
accented by its humanity.
He considered not only the
knowledge in physics of
candidates who were, for
instance, examined at the
end of the semester but
also tried to appreciate
their general character
traits. External forms
meant nothing to him, and
he didn’t shrink from using
words laden with
sentiment. From time to
time he invited home the

few students who took part in his advanced seminar. At
those times he played for us—he was a very good
pianist—and told us about various personal experiences.”

Boltzmann’s student Fitz Hasenohrl wrote: “The
successes of the scientist require talent and intellect,
but the teacher must have his heart in the right place.
Characteristics of the good teacher—at the elementary
as well as the university level—are ability to understand
those who are learning, interest in their development,
good will, and sympathy. In a word, the good teacher is
characterized by a kind heart. Those were the personal
traits that made Boltzmann a brilliant teacher and that
assure him of the everlasting gratitude of his many
students. The way in which Boltzmann got on with his
students has remained indelible in their memories. He
never played up his superiority: everyone was at liberty
to ask questions and even to criticize him. One could
converse with him in an uninhibited way as if between
equals, and often one noticed only subsequently how
much one had learned from him once again. He did not
measure others with the yardstick of his own greatness.
He also judged more modest achievements with goodwill,
so long as they gave evidence of serious and honest
effort.”

Boltzmann wrote on a variety of topics. Commenting
on Boltzmann’s writings, Lorentz wrote:“In many of

Hendrik Lorentz Ernst Mach
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these (writings) he (Boltzmann) speaks to us as a
physicist seldom does, and reveal to us his entire way
of thinking and feeling in words that also bring him closer
to our hearts…Here he shares with us his doubts and
his joys; here he captivates us with profound, serious
intellect and light-hearted wit; here he carries us along
through his consistent mechanical view of
Nature, or through his enthusiastic idealism,
which moves him to embellish his works with
so many poets’ work…There are
contradictions in the pictures painted by him
that he does not hesitate to display clearly
or even glaringly; yet we feel that they are
not irreconcilable, but that they spring from
a certain root in the innermost part of his
being, and that through them he allows us
a deeper look into his mind.”

Boltzmann was against dogmatism. He
made every effort to remove dogmatic views
in both scienti f ic and phi losophical
thoughts.

Boltzmann was a staunch supporter of
atomism. He realized that the only way to
derive thermodynamics from mechanics was
to visualize gas as made of discrete atoms. His work
was based on the concept of atoms—without atoms it
was impossible for him to establ ish stat ist ical
mechanics. The existence of atoms was questioned by
many scientists of Boltzmann’s time. Most of those who
opposed Boltzmann’s ideas were established and well-
known figures of the scientific community. Some of those
who opposed felt Boltzmann’s work denied that God was
at the heart of physics while the others could not grasp
the statistical nature of his reasoning. Boltzmann was
seen as a chief defender of atomism. His arguments
were violently opposed. The debates became
increasingly bitter. After one such debate with Friedrich
Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) at Leipzig, Boltzmann
unsuccessfully attempted suicide. Ostwald was his
strongest scientific opponent but at personal level they
were on good terms. Opposition to his work continued
till the end of his life. He continued to defend his theories
but he began to feel that his life’s work was about to
collapse. In the last years of his life Boltzmann’s health
deteriorated due to constant dispute with his scientific
opponents. His eyes had become so weak that he had
to employ an assistant to read scientific articles for him
and his wife wrote his manuscripts. Boltzmann never
allowed his bad health to come in the way of his scientific
work. Rather he overworked. But then a time came when
he perhaps thought that he could no longer cope with
his bad health and opposition to his scientific ideas.
Depressed and in bad health, Boltzmann hanged himself
on October 05, 1906, while he was holidaying with his
wife and daughter at the Bay of Dunio near Trieste, then
in Austria but now in Italy. It is said that Boltzmann had
to sacrifice his life because of the scientific dogmatism

of his time. Thus Dieter Flamm of the University of Wien
in Austria said: “Boltzmann was a martyr to his ideas.”
However, it cannot be said with certainty the cause of
his death was the lack of acceptance of his scientific
ideas. Soon after his death clinching evidence was found
for the existence of atoms.

Commenting on Boltzmann’s death Ali
Eftekhari of the Electrochemical Research
Centre in Iran wrote: “Ludwig Boltzmann,
one of the greatest thinkers of all nations
and all times, died on October 5, 1906. On
October 8, a splendid memorial ceremony
was held for him and many outstanding
scientists of the t ime attended and
contributed. Boltzmann’s early death was
all sadder because he himself expressed
lively regret that death would prevent him
from witnessing the further development of
science. Boltzmann’s grave of honour in
Central Cemetery in Vienna was taken into
the guardianship of the municipality of
Vienna by alderman Julius Tandler in 1933:
“The city of Vienna and its people are proud
of the man of genius who lived here, and

they have endeavoured to find a burial place worthy of
him.” The grave has a beautiful white marble bust of
Boltzmann, created by Gustinus Ambrosi. Into the
monument the equation is inscribed that will retain its
validity after all the grave stones have sunk under the
dust of the centuries, as Hans Thirring put it at the
unveiling. The short and simple equation that expressed
Boltzmann’s greatest scienti f ic achievement is:
S = k log w.”

Further Reading
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Wilhelm Ostwald
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Ajowan

Ajowan (pronounced aj’o-wen) is a member of the
Umbelliferae family, which has some 2,700 members

including dill, caraway and cumin. Known as Ajwain in Hindi,
called kamun al-muluki (royal cumin) in Arabic; Jowan in
Bengali, Omam in Tamil, the spice is actually tiny little
seeds which look like caraway that belongs to Apiaceae
(parsley) plant family.

Plant
Ajowan is an erect, glabrous or minutely pubescent,
branched annual that grows upto 90 cm in hight. Stems are
striate bearing feathery leaves, which are distant and
pinnately divided. Small white flowers are on terminal or
seemingly lateral pedunculate, compound umbels. The fruits
are ovoid, greyish brown, aromatic cremocarps (consisting
of a pair of carpels pendent from a supporting axis) with
single seed. When the seeds are ripe,
they are dried and threshed. Ajowan
seeds are used as a spice. The
grayish-green seeds are striped and
curved (similar to cumin or caraway
seeds in appearance), often with a fine
silk stalk attached. The seeds taste a
harsh thyme-like flavour, bitingly hot
and bitter, imparting a milder, pleasant
aftertaste leaving tongue numb for a
while. Cooking ajowan mellows it
somewhat and when crushed, they
have a strong and distinctive pungent
taste like and cumin-like fragrance but
stronger and less subtle.

Origin & Etymology
Though said to be indigenous to
Eastern Mediterranean or Egypt, the
main cultivation areas today are Persia
and India but hardly of any importance in global trade.
English ajwain or ajwan is just the romanized spelling of
the Hindi name ajvan. Most European languages also derive
their words from Hindi, e.g., in Dutch ajowan or German
Adiowan. The Hindi name can be traced back to Sanskrit
yavanaka or yavani which is derived from the adjective
yavana “Greek”. Southern Indian names like Tamil omam
– corruption of the term ‘Yavanam’- meaning Greek. This
suggests that the spice originated from the Eastern
Mediterranean and arrived in India in the course of the Greek
conquest of Central Asia or trade with Tamilagam. In like
manner in Turkey this spice is called as “Egyptian anise”
and in Finnish koptilainen kumina “Coptic caraway” and
thus allude to Egypt being the source of the spice.

❏❏❏❏❏ T V Venkateswaran
e-mail : tvv123@rediffmail.com

Main constituents
The essential oil (2.5 to 5% in the dried fruits) is dominated
by thymol (35 to 60%); furthermore, á-pinene, p-cymene,
limonene and ã-terpinene have been found. Thymol (thyme
camphor), or isopropyl-metacresol, C6H3CH3OHC3H7, is a
crystalline phenol for which alone it is distilled in Europe.
The thymol crystallises partially from the oil, complete
separation being effected by shaking with solution of sodium
hydroxide to form sodium thymol, from which thymol is
liberated by means of hydrochloric acid, and may be finally
recrystallised from alcohol. The remainder of the oil consists
of cymene (C10H14), boiling at 175°C, and a terpene boiling
at 172°C, with traces of pinene and dipentene, the mixture
being known commercially as thymene.

From South Indian ajwain fruits, almost pure thymol
has been isolated (98%), but the leaf oil was found to be

composed of monoterpenoids and
sesquiterpenoids: 43% cadinene,
11% longifolene, 5% thymol, 3%
camphor and others.

Culinary usage
Usage of Ajwain is almost confined
to Central Asia and Northern India,
particularly the North West (Punjab,
Gujarat) with occasional use in Arabic
world. Ajowan is usually ground in
mortar and pestle, or crushed by
rubbing between hands or fingertips
before used. Snacks like Bombay
mix and potato balls get an extra kick
from ajowan. When used whole,
such as for parathas or other breads,
the seeds are lightly bruised first, to
release oils and increase flavour.
Even a small amount of raw ajwain

will completely dominate the flavor of a dish, therefore in
Indian cuisine, ajwain is only occasionally used raw, but it
is often dry-roasted or fried in ghee. This develops a much
more subtle and complex aroma. The strong aroma
enhanced by roasting or frying and goes well with potatoes
or fish.. Legumes (lentils, beans) are, however, the most
important field of application. First, the dried and washed
lentils are cooked with turmeric until tender. Once well
cooked, the lentil is flavoured using salt and tadka, a
mixture of spices fried in ghee (clarified butter- butter fat):
Cumin, dill and ajwain seeds are often fried until they turn
brown and evolve a strong aroma; then garlic or asafetida
and possibly grated ginger are added and after some more
frying the tadka is poured over the cooked lentils.  Such

Ajowan-seeds
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tadka is also common to flavour vegetables. In Southern
Indian cuisine tadka-like preparations are not only applied
to dried legumes, but also to green vegetables and boiled
rice. Most popular for this purpose are black mustard seeds
which are fried until they stop popping and curry leaves,
which are fried for but a few seconds. Besides clarified
butter, coconut fat is common. This seemingly simple
preparation is much more sophisticated than sheer heat
treatment, since most aromatic compounds in spices are

lipophilic and dissolve much better in fat than in water. Thus,
frying in butter not only enhances the fragrance because
of the high temperature, but also extracts the flavour to the
fat, whence it can be dispersed throughout the food
efficiently.

Medicinal usage
Ajowan oil is official in India and the South Asian countries
as a carminative, like oils of anise, caraway, dill, and
peppermint. It occurs as an almost colourless or brownish
liquid, having the odour of thyme and a sharp burning taste.
Ajwain is much used as a medical plant in ayurvedic

Thymol

Historically in old Egypt thymol and Carvacrol were
used for the preservation of mummies utilizing the
bactericidal and fungicides characteristics. Caspar
Neumann discovered the crystalline state of ‘thymol’
in 1719 and pure extraction was made in the year
1842 by M. Lallemand. Analysis of the chemical
structure revealed arrangement of the carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen, atoms in this molecule.
Friedrich Ferdinand investigated the chemical
properties of this substance. However only in 1980
Alain Thozet and M. Perrin did the crystal analysis
to determine the exact atomic positions.

Thymol

medicine. Mainly, rich in calcium and iron it is said to
help against diseases of the digestive tract and fewer
and used in poultices to relieve asthma and arthritis. In
modern times thymol, the main constituent of Ajowan
is used in medicines against cough and throat irritation.
It is used in a steeped liquid form against diarrhea and
flatulence. The thymol content makes ajowan a potent
fungicide. Thymol is a strong germicide, anti-spasmodic
and fungicide. Thymol is a powerful antiseptic for both
internal and external use; it is also employed as a
deodorant and local anaesthetic. It is extensively used
to medicate gauze and wool for surgical dressings. It
resembles carbolic acid in its action, strong antiseptic
but gentle to skin and thus less irritant to wounds, while
its germicidal action is greater. It is therefore preferable
as a dressing and during recent years has been one of
the most extensively used antiseptics.

Thymol characterized by strong disinfecting fungicides
and bactericidal effect and further because of its pleasant
taste is used not only in tooth paste and perfumery but as
an solution in alcohol to treat skin mushrooms and as an
component for the treatment of oral cavity mushroom
prevalent amongst AIDS patient. In the veterinary medicine
thymol is likewise used for many years for the treatment
of skin mushroom infections in addition, as a digesting
promoter. Thymol is also used as an intermediate in
menthol manufacture.

• • •

Ajowan Plant
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July 4, 2005 will certainly go down in the history of
Astronomy as a golden day. It was on this day, the

NASA’s Deep Impact spacecraft crashed into Comet Tempe
1 at a speed of 36,800 kilometer per hour. The spacecraft
was launched in January 2005. It was a combination of a
370 kg impactor and a fly by probe. The objective of the
mission was to study the inner structure of the comet.
Results from this mission are expected to result in a better
understanding of the formation of solar system as well as
implications of comet collision on Earth.

The comets are considered to be time capsules that hold
the clues on the formation and evolution of the solar system.
They are composed of ice, gas and dust that are considered
to be primitive debris from the solar system’s distant and
coldest regions, which formed 4.5 billion years ago. Comets
consists of three parts, first is its nucleus (that is innermost
part of comet), second is its coma, part that envelopes the
nucleus. While coma is the sizable part of a comet, the last
part, its long tail is most visible. The tail of a comet develops
only when it approaches to the sun. Tail can be of two types,
one dust tail and the other gas tail. Some contend that comets
are the source of water and variety of organic molecules on
Earth. Scientists are eager to learn whether comets exhaust
their supply of gas and ice or keep it sealed in its interior.
They are curious about the difference between the interior of
a comet nucleus and its surface.  They also like to learn
about the structure of a comet’s interior and how it is different
from other ice objects in the solar system.  What we do not
know yet is whether it is evaporation or sublimation that is
responsible for exhaustion of ice in the comets. We are also
clueless about the relation between relative abundances of
various elements in the nucleus and coma of the comet as
well as the variation of material strength.

First Look Inside a Comet
❏ Arvind C. Ranade

e-msil: rac@vigyanprasar.com

Comet Tempel 1 was discovered on April 3, 1867 by
Ernst Wilhelm Leberecht Tempel of Marseille, France.  The
comet was then 9th magnitude (brightness 1/250th of that
of Sirius in the night sky) and described by Tempel as
having an apparent diameter of 4 to 5 arcmin (1 arc min =
1/60th of a degree) across. In 1881, comet Tempel 1
approached the largest planet of the solar system i.e.
Jupiter at a distance of about   0.55 AU (1 Astronomical
Unit is the distance between Earth and Sun).  The
gravitational interaction with Jupiter increased the comet’s
orbital period from 5.5 years to 6.5 years and its perihelion
distance from 1.8 AU to 2.1 AU. Subsequent to this, the
comet became a much fainter object in the night sky and
it was not observed at its next anticipated return. In 1963,

B.G. Marsden conducted an investigation to find out why
comet Tempel 1 was not seen though it ought to have made
an appearance.  He found that close approaches to Jupiter
in 1941 and 1963 had decreased both the perihelion
distance and the orbital period to values smaller than what
it was when the comet was first discovered.   Long term
investigation of comet Tempel 1’s orbit suggests that the
perihelion distance had been 10AU for at least 3x105 years.
Currently, Tempel 1’s orbit is in between the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter.

Although few physical data are available, it appears to
be a comet with relatively little surface activity. Orbiting

Fig 1: Deep Impacts Trajectory
Courtesy: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UMD

Fig 2: This spectacular image of comet Tempel 1 was taken 67
 seconds after it obliterated Deep Impact’s impactor spacecraft.

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/UMD
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Science activity kit on Astronomy

Price: Rs 70 + Rs 20 postal charge

The activity kit on Astronomy is useful to the people in
general and students in particular to learn about Astronomy
through different activities. Twenty five activities are
provided in the kit. Make your own Sun Dial, model of Venus
Transit, Measuring the altitude of stars, Star Dial, quiz on
Astronomy are examples of some of the activities. The kit
is available in English and Hindi versions.

the Sun every 5.5 yrs, it has probably made more than
hundred passages through the inner solar system. Variation
of brightness with time indicates that the comet rotates
much slower than Earth. Therefore this comet is a good
target to study the evolutionary change in the mantle or
upper crust of the comet.

Funded by NASA, Deep Impact was a six-year mission
that commenced in November of 1999 in collaboration with
the University of Maryland, the California Institute of
Technology, Jet propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Ball
Aerospace and Technology Corporation.  The entire team
consisted of more than 250 scientists. The mission was
launched in January 2005 for its close encounter in July
2005.

On 4 July 2005 at 11:22 am IST, Deep Impactor
encountered comet Tempel 1 with a highest speed of about
10 km per second. The fly-by spacecraft carried a set of
instruments and a smart impactor. Two instruments on the
fly-by spacecraft observed the impact and the formation of
impact crater as well as the debris that plummeted with
optical imaging and infrared spectral mapping instrument.
The fly-by spacecraft used X-band radio antenna to
communicate to Earth as it also listened to the impactor
on a different frequency. Primary data was transmitted
immediately and other data were transmitted over the
following week. The impactor was composed mainly of
copper, which is not expected to appear in data from a
comet. For its short period of operation, the impactor used
simpler versions of the fly-by spacecraft’s hardware and
software - and fewer backup systems. The impactor was a
battery-powered spacecraft to operate independently of the
fly-by spacecraft for just one day.  After release of the

impactor, the fly-by spacecraft took over its own navigation
and maneuvers to come into the path of the comet at closest
approach of about 500 km from the comet.

 The initial estimation suggests that the impact crater
is about 5-kilometer-wide and 11-kilometers-long and
covered with powdery stuff. The impact was not forceful
enough to make appreciable changes in the comet’s orbital
path around the Sun. Though we need to wait for the
analysis and results from the Deep Impact the initial results
contradict some theories about the structure of the comets.
Some scientists had thought that the comet’s nucleus
might be so porous that the impactor might sink with hardly
a trace. But it didn’t! The mission’s chief scientist Mike
A’Hearn from University of Maryland says, “Clearly it rules
out extremely porous material”.

• • •

Fig 3: The Deep Impact two-part vehicle consisting of a flyby
spacecraft and the impactor.  (Image credit: NASA)

� V. B. Kamble

Whose cup of tea then is science popularization,
anyway? Nodal agencies like NCSTC and VP? State S&T
Councils / Departments? NGOs? Or the science
communicators working in the field? Let us realize that
apex bodies like NCSTC and VP can only play a catalytic
role. VP can produce a variety of S&T communication
software and disseminate it through NGOs and other outlets
utilizing different means, media and modes – but certainly
cannot distribute it free! It is here where we need a people’s
science movement a la Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad. A
programme conceptualized at national level by NCSTC and
/ or VP could be implemented at State level only by State
S&T Councils / Departments – be it TSE, Venus Transit,
YSA or WYP 2005. It is hence imperative that State S&T
Councils / Departments continuously interact with NGOs
active in the field of S&T communication and put in efforts
to develop a core group of science communicators who
could then spearhead a campaign within their State
conceptualized by NCSTC / VP. Science popularization
will then be our cup of tea – not just yours or mine!

Science Popularisation.... (Contd. from page 31)
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Fungal Infections
Ways to Recognize and Prevent Them

❏ Dr. Yatish Agarwal
e-mail: dryatish@yahoo.com

Mediscape 22

Rains are when fungal infections are rife. The moist humid
air allows the minute fungi an easy footing on your

body. Areas where the skin suffers frequent friction and rubbing,
where there is little aeration and where sweat accumulates
and the skin remains wet and moist are particularly in danger.
The folds of skin in the groin, between the legs, amid the

toes, under the arms, at the nape, over the trunk and scalp
suffer the most, causing athlete’s foot, jock itch and ringworm
of the skin or scalp. Prevention is the best remedy, but if the
hardy fungi have latched on, do not delay treatment.

RECOGNISE THE INFECTION
Although fungal infections can take different forms, they
commonly appear as circular rings. These rings grow
outward as the infection spreads, and the central area begins
to look like normal skin. It is this ring-like appearance that
gives the disease the name, ringworm, a misnomer in so
much so that it is not the doing of any worm. The affected
area becomes inflamed, red and looks rather raw. It causes
intense irritation and the part is often tender.

Athlete’s foot begins between the toes. It causes the
skin to itch, burn and crack. Sometimes the sole and sides
of the foot are affected, becoming thickened and leathery in
texture. Jock itch causes an itching or burning sensation
around the groin. It leads to a red rash that may spread to
the inner thighs, anal area and buttocks.

Ringworm often affects children. Symptoms are itchy,
red, scaly, slightly raised, expanding rings on the trunk,
face, nape or groin and thigh fold.

WORK AT PREVENTION
Prevention is best. Do not allow fungus a foothold. Take
following precautions to keep it at bay:

Practice good personal hygiene : The mould-like fungi
thrive on the dead tissues of your hair, nails and the outer
layer of your skin. By maintaining good personal hygiene
and keeping the skin clean and dry, you can prevent all

forms of fungal infections. Bathe at least twice a day with a
mild soap and towel yourself completely dry. Also, make it
a habit to shower and change clothes after exercise.

Never share personal items : The infection is
contagious. It can spread by contact or sharing towels and
also from shared clothing, combs and hairbrushes. Avoid
such indelicate habits.

Keep the feet dry and ventilated : To guard against
athlete’s foot, keep the feet dry, particularly the area
between the toes. Wear well-ventilated shoes. Avoid
shoes made of synthetic materials. Don’t wear the same
shoes every day, and don’t store them in plastic. Wear
cotton socks and change twice a day if your feet sweat
a lot. Don’t walk barefoot in wet areas such as kitchen,
bathroom and lavatory and around public pools. The age-
old practise of wearing wooden sandals (khadaon) in
the kitchen has much to recommend it. Waterproof
sandals or shoes can also help protect feet.

Wear comfortable cotton clothes : Avoid clothes that
chafe. Tight skin-hugging clothes are definitely not hip in
this weather; they hinder aeration of skin. Pass up nylon,
rubber, and silk. The best is cotton, because it can absorb
well. Change underclothes at least twice a day.

Use moisture-absorbing powders : They can help
keep your skin clean and dry. But never overdo.

Launder the clothes separately : If anybody in the
family has the infection, it is best to wash his garments
and linens separate from the rest of the family’s.

Keep your pets clean : Pets also can transmit the
fungus to humans. Dogs, cats, horses and cattle can
harbour and spread ringworm infection.

Chose your barber well :  Barber tools also can lead
to spread of infection. Make sure your barber uses a clean
set of tools for you. (Contd. on page 21)
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While reading an article in  Dream 2047, (July 2005) on
“Eratostheneses’ method to measure the diameter of

earth”, I was reminded of yet another simpler technique adopted
by one of my students Sarah about eight years ago.

The observations reported in the said article were both
from places north of the Tropic of Cancer while Sarah was
to the south of this latitude. She observed something
interesting happening at her location as well! As happens
at Bangalore, the shadow vanished twice!

Sarah used a meter stick for shadow measurements
every noon from Bhopal. It was decided that we make as
many observations as possible on days close to Solstices
and Equinoxes simultaneously from Bangalore and Bhopal.
She reported her observations; the first alert came on June
20th. She reported that the shadow vanished on the 15th

and flipped over to the other side for the future dates. Again
the shadow vanished on the 28th  and flipped back.

I put together her observations with mine from Bangalore
and arrived at a value for the radius of the earth as follows:

Date shadow length
Observations from Bhopal
June 15  0.0
June 22  3mm
September 22  42cm

Observations from Bangalore
June 15 18cm
June 22 18.5cm
September 22 not available (rains)
March 21 23cm

With this data it was possible to determine the latitudes
of the places.

The angle that is measured by the meter stick and its
shadow is (δ − φ) where δ  is the declination of the sun and
φ  is the latitude of the place.

This gives latitude of Bangalore as 13degrees and that
of Bhopal as 23 degrees 18’

Sarah and her meter stick

Considering that the 1 degree of latitude is equivalent
to 111kms, the distance between the two cities is 1140kms.

From the triangle PAB where PA is the meter scale
PB is the shadow

tan (δ − φ ) = PB / PA
On June 22, the declination of sun is 23.5 degrees

and hence the corresponding shadow lengths will give the
latitudes straight away.

A confirmation of this is obtained by the measurements
on Equinoxes.

On June 15th sun was exactly at zenith from Bhopal. On
the same day from Bangalore the sun made an angle of
10degrees and 18’ as derived from the measurements at
Bangalore. This is exactly the difference between the latitudes.

Now we may calculate the radius of earth as
Radius = distance / angular difference in latitude (in

radians)
We got a value of 6,273kms
No GPS, no sextant; no astrolabe  - still we managed

to get the radius of earth. That thrilled Sarah.
As a teenager, she had moved to Bhopal from Bangalore

on health grounds; continued to correspond to me for a
while. I have not heard from her recently ….and if this is
published ….and if she reads this, …. and if she likes  …
she may re-establish the contact.

Dr B.S.Shylaja, Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium, High Grounds,
Bangalore 560 001

❏❏❏❏❏ B.S.Shylaja
e-mail : taralaya@vsnl.com

TREATING A FUNGAL INFECTION IS NOT DIFFICULT
Several medicines work effectively against fungi and can clean
up the infection. Anti fungal creams or drying powder can be
used two or three times a day. Medications that contain
fluconazole, miconazole, econazole, clotrimazole, and
tolnaftate work very well. If the infection is more severe, you
might need oral anti fungal preparations that you can take
under your doctor’s guidance. They may have to be taken for
several weeks to eliminate the infection altogether.

 RELAPSES CAN BE A PROBLEM
The biggest worry with fungal infections is relapses which
are frequent in infections of the foot, palms and soles, and

nails. To check relapses, it
is important to weed out the
infection in the first place by
taking complete treatment
as prescribed by your
doctor. Should a relapse still
occur, see a dermatologist.
Do not self-medicate even
though several OTC
products are regularly
advertised over the print and
audiovisual media.

• • •
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Fungal Infections.... (Contd. from page 22)
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Discovery Back Home
Space shuttle Discovery touched down at Edwards Air Force
Base, California at 5.42 pm  IST on 9th august 2005 nearly
14 days after its journey.The safe landing came as a huge
relief to NASA as it was the first shuttle to land since
Columbia disintegrated during re-entry to the Earth’s
atmosphere in February 2003. Columbia was destroyed
after insulation foam fell off the external fuel tank during
lift-off and punched a hole in its left wing. But, despite a
huge effort to limit the problem, NASA still spotted five
sizable pieces of foam debris during Discovery’s launch.

Discovery’s return had been delayed by 24 hours after
rain and low clouds at Kennedy Space Center in Florida
had led NASA’s entry flight director Leroy Cain to opt for
an extra day in space.  On that day the weather for  landing
in Florida was still not suitable, so Cain chose to end the
mission in California. Rain can damage the heat shield
tiles, though it does not endanger the landing.

During the 14-day mission, the crew travelled 9.3 million
kilometres (5.8 million miles), transferred supplies to the
space station, tested heat shield repair kits and performed
an unscheduled repair by plucking protruding gap fillers from
the orbiter’s belly. The seven man including australian and a
japanees travelled with the crew. The  main object of the
discovery was to resupplying the International Space Station
and testing new technologies and techniques for
decting,measureing and repairing damage from launch debris.

Source : Newscientist.com

Tenth Planet of Solar System:
It has been reported that Michael E. Brown, an astronomer
working at California Institute of Technology, USA has
discovered a tenth planet in the outer reaches of solar system
that could force a redrawing the astronomical map.  The size
of the newly discovered object is larger than the planet Pluto.

This new celestial body is tentatively called “2003-UB313”.
Brown has proposed a name for the planet to the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) .If the discovery is approved by
IAU it would be the first planet to be discovered after Pluto,
which was identified in 1930.

 It is the farthest object ever discovered to orbit around
the sun .The object is covered in methane ice and lies nearly
14.5 billion kilometers away from the Earth and it completes
its rotation around the sun in 560 years.  The astronomers

do not have an exact size for the new planet, but its brightness
and distance tell them that it is larger than Pluto, the smallest
of the nine known planet.  The planet was  not  noticed

previously because its orbit is at a 45-degree angle to the
rest of solar system, which means that the orbit of the planet
is sharply skewed to most of the solar system. The orbit of
most planet lie close to the same plane as Earth’s known as
the ecliptic plane. This new object was first time seen by
Samuel Oschin Telescope at Palomar Observatory near San
Diego California.

Source : Scientific American

Genes Controlling life span found:
Scientists have discovered a whole family of genes that appear
to control the lifespan of the human beings. It was already
known that mice, rats, worms, flies and yeast can be made
to live longer on a low calorie diet. A gene called SIR2 is
thought to be involved in this process, which also protects
mammals against cancer and other age-related illnesses.

Now scientists in United States have found four cousins
of SIR2 that also seem to play a role in extending lifespan.
The research suggested potential targets for developing drugs
to lengthen life and prevent or treat disease associated with
again. David Sinclair at Glenn Laboratories for Ageing Research
at Harvard Medical School in Boaster says SIR2 genes are as
important as any longevity genes discovered so far.

The new findings appear in the online Journal of Science.
Sinclair’s team previous reported the first genetic link between
environmental stresses and lifespan.

Source : Science.com

Goodbye Ulcers:
The first human trials of a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drug will be start within a year. It is claimed  to be as potent
as existing drugs but with fewer side effects..

Traditional NSAID’s such as indomethacin reduce
inflammation by blocking Cox 1 and Cox 2 enzymes. But
Cox 1 protects the gut lining, so the drugs can cause ulcers.
Adding copper ions to indomethacin prevents the drugs
interacting with Cox1 in the gut, says Peter Lay of the
University of Sydney, Australia. Animal tests show his team’s
latest formulation reduces stomach ulcer by 80 percent with
no intestinal ulceration at all.

A company has already produced an early version of the
copper-indomethacin drug for treating dogs, which are
susceptible to ulcer. It has been shown to very safe and very
effecting.

Source : New Scientist,July 2005
Compiled by Kapil Tripathi
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Understanding Earthquakes- An Activity Kit
We cannot prevent Earthquakes, however, we can significantly mitigate their effects by identifying
their hazards, build safer structures and communicate information on Earthquake safety among
people. Identifying this as a necessity, Vigyan Prasar has brought out an activity kit on Earthquake,
with the central message of “Earthquakes; we cannot avoid them.  Let preparedness protect us”.
Quite a few activities like Cutout of Interior of the Earth and Seismological observatory; How to
locate an epicenter, Flip books on various types of fault, simple demonstration of seismic waves
with a slinky, three dimensional model of Earthquake faults, global mosaic of tectonic plates and on
activity to understand the principle of seisomograph, colour activity sheet for seismic zones of India;
Do’s and Don’ts during and after an Earthquake; mini book on Earthquake related terms and
activities to understand resistant structures, are the highlights at the kit.

Besides being an activity package, the kit is also useful for training programmes on Earthquake awareness.  A comprehensive
book entitled “Earthquake” also accompanies the kit.  The Kit is available both in English and Hindi. The cost of this kit is Rs.
100/- plus Rs. 30/- postal charges. For more details write to the: Director, Vigyan Prasar, A-50, Institutional Area, Phase-II,
Sector-62, Noida-201 307  (U.P.)

Vigyan Prasar Software
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Vigyan Prasar Publications
1. Memoirs of Ruchi Ram Sahni

Pioneer of Science Popularisation in
Punjab
Editors : Narender K. Sehgal and
Subodh Mahanti
ISBN:81-7480-016-6
pp:264+xxxvi Rs. 60

2. Yellapragada Subbarow
A Life in Quest of Panacea
Raji Narasimhan
ISBN : 81-7480-093-X
pp.148  Rs. 350

3. The Chemical History of a Candle
 Michael Faraday
ISBN : 81-7480-002-6
pp:146+xx Rs. 35

4. Soap Bubbles and the Forces
Which Mould Them
C.V. Boys
ISBN : 81-7480-001-8
pp : 109+xiv Rs. 30

5. My Friend Mr Leakey
J. B. S. Haldane
ISBN : 81-7480-029-8
pp : 145+xxx Rs. 40

6. Everything Has a History
J. B. S. Haldane
ISBN : 81-7480-031-X
pp : 165+xxiii Rs.45

7. Science and Everyday Life
J.B.S.Haldane
ISBN : 81-7480-088-3
pp.226  Rs. 55

8. The Insect World of J. Henri Fabre
ISBN : 81-7480-087-5
pp.178 Rs. 45

9. Charles Darwin’s Autobiography
ISBN : 81-7480-103-0
pp.60 Rs. 25

10. On the Various Forces of Nature
Michael Faraday
ISBN : 81-7480-102-2
pp.120 Rs. 35

11. Myths & Legends Related to
Eclipses
N.C. Rana
ISBN : 81-7480-006-9
pp : 61 Rs. 21

12. Total Solar Eclipse : Answers to All
Your Questions
Narender K. Sehgal & Sandip
Bhattacharya
ISBN : 81-7480-007-7
pp : 37  Rs. 12

13. Understanding Asthma
Dr. S. K. Sharma
ISBN : 81-7480-012-3
pp : 72 Rs. 34

14. Know More About Jaundice
Dr. R. S. K. Sinha
ISBN:81-7480-015-X
pp : 58 Rs. 31

15. Sex, Sexually Transmitted Dis-
eases and AIDS
Dr. R. S. Misra
ISBN:81-7480-013-1
pp : 152 Rs. 65

16. All About Having a Baby
Dr. Yatish Agarwal and Rekha
Agarwal
ISBN : 81-7480-074-3(Hb)
ISBN : 81-7480-078-6(Pb)
pp : 244 Rs. 195 (Hb) Rs. 140 (Pb)

17. Charging the Human Battery
Dr. D. Porichha
ISBN : 81-7480-083-2
pp. 120 Rs. 45

18. Extinction is forever
J.C. Daniel
ISBN : 81-7480.022-0
pp : 64+xii Rs. 125

19. Diversity—The Cornerstone of Life
Madhav Gadgil
ISBN : 81-7480-026-3
pp : 64+xii Rs. 125

20. Predators and Prey—Nature Strikes
a Balance
K. Ullas Karanth
ISBN : 81-7480-025-5
pp. 64 +xii Rs. 125

21. Moths of India—An Introduction
Isaac Kehimkar
ISBN : 81-7480-027-1
pp : 64+xii Rs.125

22. The Indian Elephant—Endangered
in the Land of Lord Ganesha
Ajay Desai
ISBN : 81-7480-024-7
pp:65+xii Rs. 125

23. Evolution—The Story of Life
Renee Borges
ISBN : 81-7480-023-9
pp : 65+xii Rs. 125

24. The Rustless Wonder—A Study of
the Iron Pillar at Delhi
T. R. Anantharaman
ISBN : 81-7480-015-8
pp : 141+xviii Rs. 350

25. Where Gods Come Alive
A Monograph on the Bronze Icons of
South India.
Baldev Raj, C.Rajagopalan &
C.V. Sundaran
ISBN : 81-7480-033-6
pp : 155+xxiv Rs. 350

26. Tehri Hydro Electric Project
Narmada Valley Project
Jagdish Bahadur
ISBN :81-7480-043-3
pp : 138 Rs. 125

27. Delhi's Water and Solid Waste
Management : Emerging Scenario
S.K. Rohilla, S.P. Bansal and
P.S. Dutta
ISBN : 81-7480-052-2
pp : 92 Rs. 100

28. Square Pegs in Round Holes
Ravindra Keskar
ISBN : 81-7480-048-4
pp : 90  Rs. 50

29. Hello Stars
Usha Srinivasan
ISBN : 817480-072-7
pp : 70+vi Rs. 45

30. The Bicycle Story
Vijay Gupta
ISBN : 81-7480-073-5
pp : 40+iv  Rs. 25

31. Fun and Science at Home
Jyoti Bhansali and L.S. Kothari
ISBN : 81-7480-078-6
pp : 124+vi Rs. 75

32. Kyon Aur Kaise?
Partha Ghose, Dipankar Home &
Narender K. Sehgal
ISBN:81-7480-019-0
pp : 113 Rs.149

33. Mad, Mad, Mad Cow—An Overview
of the Mad Cow Disease
Kunal B. Roy and Santosh K. Kar
(HB) ISBN; 81-7480-020-4
(PB) ISBN : 81-7480-030-1
pp:111+xxi(HB) Rs. 99 (PB) Rs. 45

34. The DNA Saga
Biman Basu
ISBN : 81-7480-099-9
pp.132  Rs. 75

35. Energy and Self Reliance
Yona Friedmann
ISBN : 81-7480-095-6
pp.86  Rs. 45

36. Environment and Self Reliance
Yona Friedmann & Eda Schaur
ISBN : 81-7480-096-4
pp.148 Rs. 55

37. Thumbprints
Arvind Gupta
ISBN : 81-7480-100-6
pp.48  Rs. 45

38. Development and Valuation of
Urban Properties—Buy and Build to
Get Your Money's Worth
P.K. Ratho
ISBN : 81-7480-032-8
pp : 420+xxii Rs. 250

39. Alternatives to Pesticides in Tropi-
cal Countries—Sustainable Agricul-
ture - Food Security With Food Safety
A.T. Dudani
ISBN : 81-7480-047-6 (HB)
ISBN : 81-7480-051-4 (PB)
pp : 360+xvi  Rs. 250 (HB) Rs. 150
(PB)

40. Uncharted Terrains : Essays on Sci-
ence — Popularisation in Pre-inde-
pendence India
Edited by : Narender K. Sehgal,
Satpal Sangwan & Subodh Mahanti
ISBN : 81-7480-056-5
pp : 158+xvi Rs. 150
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and the demonstration of the Astronomy kit by Smt. Ujjwala
T. Tirkey were highly appreciated.  A TV programme on
Einstein’s Miraculous year 1905 produced by Doordarshan
and a 3-part TV programme Anant Yatra produced by VP
covering the discoveries made during the Golden Decade
1895-1905 were screened and highly appreciated by the
participants. Shri Chandra Mohan, NCSTC, spoke on
Effective Communication, while Smt. Ujjwala T. Tirkey gave
an overview of the Science and Technology Communication
programmes undertaken by NCSTC / VP
in the country. The participants were also
taken on a visit to the ISRO Satellite Centre
(ISAC), and the X-ray Diffraction Lab of the
Molecular Biophysics Unit at IISc. The
participants were given resource material
specially brought by VP that included a set
of articles on discoveries made during the
Golden Decade and the makers of these
discoveries, a set of relevant books
published by VP, astronomy kit, a CD
containing 9 power-point presentations on
the topics discussed and a VCD of Anant
Yatra. This was, incidentally, the fourth MRP
Training Programme in the series of five planned for the
five zones in the country.

The MRP Training programme for the Eastern Zone
(the last in the series) was organised at the Institute of
Physics (IOP), Bhubaneswar, during 27-29 July 2005. IOP
also was the local host. 35 participants from the five Eastern
States, viz. Orissa, West Bengal, Chattisgarh, Bihar, and
Jharkhand participated in the programme. This programme
was patterned on the earlier programmes.

Dr. R. K. Choudhury, Director, IOP, welcomed the
participants. The programme was inaugurated by
Professor T. Pradhan, Founder Director, IOP. He also
delivered the keynote address on “Physics in the Twentieth
Century”. Dr. V. B. Kamble, VP, and Smt. Ujjwala T. Tirkey,

NCSTC, also addressed the participants. Professor Ajit
Srivastava, IOP, proposed the vote of thanks. Professor
Ajit Kembhavi, IUCAA, Pune, delivered a talk on General
Relativity and Gravitation. He also delivered a Popular
Science Talk on “Einstein’s Miraculous Year:1905”.
Professor V. Satyam, IOP, spoke on X-rays. Dr. V. B.
Kamble, VP, spoke on the historical aspects of
Radioactivity, while Dr. R. K. Choudhury spoke on
“Radioactivity – A Modern Perspective”. Professor Avinash
Khare, IOP, gave an overview on the Rise of Quantum
Theory. Professor K. Pattnaik, Utkal University, delivered

a talk on the Discovery of the Electron.
Professor S. L. Sharma, Indian Institute
of Technology, Kharagpur, and Shri
Biman Basu covered different aspects
of Radio Propagation. Professor S. N.
Behera, Former Director, IOP, gave an
exquisite account of Raman Effect and
its Applications. Professor H. C. Verma,
Department of Physics, Indian Institute
of Technology, Kanpur, and his
colleague Shri Amarendra Narain
demonstrated innovative experiments in
Physics, being developed as a joint
project of IITK, and VP and were highly

appreciated by the participants. The Astronomy kit was
demonstrated by Smt Ujjwala T. Tirkey. Dr. Manoj K.
Patairiya, NCSTC, spoke on Effective Communication,
while Shri B. K. Tyagi, NCSTC, gave a brief account of
the S&T communication activities undertaken by NCSTC
/ VP. The participants were taken on a visit to the TEM
and the Ion Beam / Pelletron facilities of IOP. An Odissi
Dance Recital by Smt. Sasmita Mohanty and her troupe
added a cultural flavour.

With the completion of the five Zonal Training
Programmes for the MRPs, the first phase of the WYP
2005 countrywide campaign envisaged by NCSTC and
VP got over. The scene now shifts to the State level
activities.

WYP 2005: First Phase....  (Contd. from page 32)

Inaugural session :  MRP Training Programme  for Eastern Zone.
From (L) to (R) Prof. Ajit Srivastava, IOP, T. Pradhan,  IOP,

Prof. R. K. Choudhury, IOP and Dr. V.B. Kamble, VP

A section  of the participants at the Bangalore Workshop
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